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And Fukushima accident --
An example of  public relation 

General public forced to learn radiations 

Jun 11, more than 100 people 
with Geiger counters to hear about 

correct radiation measurement 
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And Fukushima accident --
An example of  public relation 

General public forced to learn radiations 

too difficult →need  comic version of 
it.... It’s me, oh well 

360,000 
access comic  
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Tsunami 
on MSSM  

EPS:broad excess between 
mH=128-158 GeV at 1fb-1

(・・; )   
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Tsunami 
on MSSM  

EPS:broad excess between 
mH=128-158 GeV at 1fb-1

(・・; )   

LP: the excess is less significant 
 at 2fb-1 

Higgs boson above 145 GeV
 is excluded (^_^; )  
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SM Higgs mass and MSSM 

• Higgs mass above 130 
GeV is very difficult for 
MSUSY (mstop) ~1TeV 

• Larger Higgs mass may be 
achieved for large A 
parameter. 

3.2 The lightest MSSM Higgs boson mass

The light CP-even MSSM Higgs boson mass, mh, depends at tree-level on MA and tan !. Via
loop corrections, see Sect. 2.7.1, it depends most strongly on the top quark mass and on the
parameters of the scalar top sector. As an example, in Fig. 3.16 we show mh as a function of
tan! in two benchmark scenarios, the mmax

h and the no-mixing scenario [33], see App. B. mh

is shown for a central value of mt = 178.0 GeV (dashed curves), and the variation with mt

by ±4.3 GeV is shown as the shaded (green) band. Higher mh values are obtained for larger
mt. (All results in this section have been obtained with FeynHiggs2.1 [99,175,180,181].)

From the result for the mmax
h scenario in Fig. 3.16 the upper bound of mh

<! 136 GeV
for mt = 178 GeV and MSUSY = 1 TeV (neglecting the intrinsic theoretical uncertainties)
can be read o! that was mentioned in Sect. 2.7. Allowing a 1 " variation of mt shifts the
upper bound on mh to about 140 GeV. The variation of the mh prediction with mt is even
larger in the region of small tan!. Fig. 3.16 shows that a 1 " upward fluctuation of mt shifts
the minimum of mh in the mmax

h scenario to a value above 114 GeV. Thus, in this case the
exclusion bound from LEP does not rule out any value of tan!. The comparison of the
MSSM prediction with the LEP exclusion bound is shown in more detail in Fig. 3.18 below.
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Figure 3.16: mh is shown as a function of tan! in the mmax
h and the no-mixing scenario.

mt has been varied in the interval mt = 178.0 ± 4.3 GeV.

The relevance of the parametric uncertainty in mh induced by di!erent experimental
errors on mt is emphasized in Fig. 3.17 [63], where the prediction for mh is shown as a
function of MA in the mmax

h benchmark scenario. The evaluation of mh has been done for a
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SM Higgs mass and MSSM 

• Higgs mass above 130 
GeV is very difficult for 
MSUSY (mstop) ~1TeV 

• Larger Higgs mass may be 
achieved for large A 
parameter. 

テキスト

MSUSY =1TeV 

NOTE The upper bound is fragile
ex.  Asano et al 1108.2402
 with additional 4th generation 
like particle 

Figure 1: Contours of constant mh on yU vs. aU plane for tan! = 3, 5, and 30. Here, we have taken
mSUSY = MU = MQ = 1 TeV, and at = aU . In the shaded region, yU becomes non-perturbative
below the GUT scale. Numbers in the figure are the lightest Higgs mass in units of GeV.
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Within the Constrained MSSM model we are crossing the border of 
excluding gluinos up to 1TeV and squarks up to 1.25TeV   

Progress on SUSY 

Results of three SUSY 
analyses completed on 
2011 data (!T , Same 
Sign and Opposite Sign 
dileptons).  
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SUSY also has not been found yet

CMS at EPS 
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“really nothing so fa ” 
Why haven’t  we  found 

anything? 
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Because we understand QCD better now 

• In 90’s: We do not know  how to calculate multi-jet processes 
at the hadron collider   “I do not trust hadron collider 
physics” is typical attitudes in e+e-collider funs in 90’s 

• Progress in “Matching” and 
NLO  

• We do not “discover” much 
until we reach the point. 
( unlike the era of SPS )

photo 1972 
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W+jets (leading SUSY BG at 7TeV )

Data vs Theory in 2003 
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W+jets (leading SUSY BG at 7TeV )

Data vs Theory in 2011
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Background and discovery

• Jets + W, Z and Jets + tt  distribution at LHC are  consistent with 
simulation thanks to the multi-jet ME and matching (Sherpa, 
Alpgen, Madgraph,...  ) and various NLO generators. 

• On the other hand, once you apply cuts, cuts, cuts, to estimate the 
backgrounds in the signal region, there are problem. We are not in 
the level to predict the tail where only 1/1000 of total events exists. 

• Therefore some background is estimated from the control region, 
for example  the tail of missing ET from  Z->ee and so on. 

• This is where some Higgs and SUSY searches are. (ex: H-> WW) 
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SUSY search and 
measurement 

Now and future 
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I.Vivarelli - EPS-HEP, Grenoble July 21st-27th 2011

Event selection 

4

Reduce 

QCD

m˜q

m˜g

4
 j
e
ts

3 
je
ts

2 jets
m˜g =m˜q

Trigger 

requirements

meff =
n!

i=1

|!pjet i
T | + Emiss

T

Enhance signal

Channel definition

• Depending on the SUSY mass hierarchy, different production 

processes favoured (              )

• Signal regions optimised to maximise sensitivity to different 

production processes

g̃g̃, g̃q̃, q̃q̃

Saturday, July 23, 20112011年8月28日日曜日



I.Vivarelli - EPS-HEP, Grenoble July 21st-27th 2011

Results

• No discrepancy with respect to SM predictions.

• The result is interpreted as a 95% CL exclusion limit on effective cross sections 

using a  profile likelihood ratio approach following the CLs prescriptions.

• Analysis giving best expected limit used in each point.

12

excluded !x 

acc (fb)
24 30 477 32 17

Saturday, July 23, 2011

In my view, this is  THE BEST way to presenting data 

upper limit of each 
 search channel 
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 14TeV projection SUGRA!Parameter"#$%

S.Asai 2003!JPS meeting

• 7TeV run excluded 
significant parameter space 

• production at 14TeV would 
be 1 pb or less. significantly 
limits statistics at 14TeV run 
already. 

Expected after 
7TeV run 
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Sparticle Detection & Reconstruction 

Mass precision for a favorable benchmark point at the LHC 
                           LCC1~ SPS1a~ point B’  

Lightest neutralino ! Dark Matter? 

Fit SUSY  model parameters to the 
measured SUSY particle masses to  

extract "#h2  $ O(10%) for LCC1 

hep-ph/0508198 

100 fb-1, 14 TeV 

GeV 

m0=100 GeV 

m1/2= 250 GeV 

A0=-100 
tan% = 10 

sign(µ)=+ 

D. Miller et al 

$Use shapes 

2 lepton edge 

This point and much more of 
the CMSSM space is ruled out 
What can LHC still say on DM?   
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SUSY mass determination 
using jets+ 2 lepton channel  

• production cross section is determined  by squark gluino mass 

• Branching ration into the second lightest neutralino 30% , lepton 
branch 6~20%→ total 2~6%.   

• 30fb-1 x 1pb =30000-> 600 events(2% branch )  are not enough 
to determine EW SUSY particles masses precisely

• Need full use of hadronic channels to determine SUSY scale 
when it is  discovered. 
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Combinatorial background in 
hadronic channel 

2) ISR; Which jet comes 
from ISR?

ETmiss

A 

B

A1

A2

B1

B2

1) jets are 
from A or B? 

USE MT2~mass of 
parents  
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Combinatorial background in 
hadronic channel 

2) ISR; Which jet comes 
from ISR?

ETmiss

A 

B

A1

A2

B1

B2

1) jets are 
from A or B? 

USE MT2~mass of 
parents  

Take minimum for 
jet combination 

use part of the jets 
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mgl=558GeV mul=825 GeV

7TeV  100fb-1

MT2min

MT2 

the final state†. In this paper, we will concentrate on the case that each mother particle
decays into the same set of daughter particles, since such symmetric decay typically has
higher event rate while showing the non-trivial structure which will be discussed in the
following. Fig. 1 shows an example of such process in which mother superparticles were
pair-produced and each of them decays into one neutralino LSP (!̃0

1) and some visible
particles. While the invisible part of each decay consists of only one particle (neutralino
LSP), the visible part might contain one or more visible particle(s) in general.

Figure 1: Kinematic situation for mT2 where pmiss
T denotes the total missing transverse

momentum.

With two invisible LSPs in the final state, each LSP momentum can not be determined
although the total missing transverse momentum pmiss

T can be measured experimentally.
Furthermore, the LSP mass might not be known in advance. In such situation, one can
introduce a trial LSP mass m!, and define the mT2 variable as follows [10, 11]:

mT2(p
vis(1)
T , m(1)

vis, p
vis(2)
T , m(2)

vis, m!) ! min
{p!(1)

T +p
!(2)
T =!p

vis(1)
T !p

vis(2)
T }

!

max{m(1)
T , m(2)

T }
"

, (5)

where the minimization is performed over trial LSP momenta p
!(i)
T constrained as

p
!(1)
T + p

!(2)
T = pmiss

T ,

†In Ref.[11], mT2 has been further generalized to the case involving more missing particles than two.

3

Reconstruction of (squark /gluino mass -LSP mass) may be  possible 

MT2 for multijet final state = 
minimization for all jet combination

MT2min=ISR removal ~remove one jet 
from the minimization  (among 5 
leading jets )

MT2 and mass reconstruction 

input gluino mass 

 Nojiri  Sakurai 2010
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How about spin measurements 
• in Jet +2 lepton channel spin effect in the inv. mass distribution, 

able to distinguish  SUSY vs “Same spin partner” models (such 
as LHT, UED) 

•  jet channel: there are jet ID problem, but jets from  two body 
decay of quark partner is easy to identify becuase of the PT

• If the interaction of quark partner is chiral, there are visible spin 
effect   

are

e+e! ! µ̃+
R µ̃!

R ! (µ+!̃0
1)(µ

!!̃0
1) ! µ+µ! "E, (2)

e+e! ! µ+
R1µ

!
R1 ! (µ+"1)(µ

!"1) ! µ+µ! "E. (3)

Both generate the same experimental signatures µ+µ! "E with large missing energy.

Figure 1: The definition of the polar angles #"± of the visible particle f± momentum in the rest
frame of the decaying particle F± and of the correlated azimuthal angle $ between two decay planes
formed in the correlated production-decay process X ! F!F+ ! (f!!)(f+!) in the rest frame of
the X = {e+e!} system, corresponding to the e+e! c.m. frame for the processes considered in this
report. Here, X = {e+e!} denotes any single- or multiple-particle intermediate state formed in
e+e! annihilation. Note that $ is invariant under the Lorentz boost along the F± flight direction.

The characteristic observables for measuring spin of the particles F± through the process (1)
are the angular distributions of the final-state particles f± in the F± decays, encoding the helic-
ities of the F± states. We denote the polar angles of the particles f± in the rest frames of the
F± particles by #"±, and the azimuthal angles by $"

± with respect to the production plane defined
by the e! and F! momentum directions, respectively. Then the angle $ with its range [0, 2%]
between the two decay planes (see Fig. 1) is the azimuthal angle defined by the angle di!erence
$ # $"

+ $ $"
! (mod 2%) invariant under any Lorentz boost along the F± flight direction.

If we label the F± helicities by &± and &#
±, the joint production-decay distribution reads:

W (Ecm;"; #"±,$"
±) =

j
!

!±,!!
±=!j

P!"!+

!!
"!!

+

(Ecm,")D!
!"!!

"
(#"!,$"

!)D+
!+!!

+

(#"+,$"
+), (4)

where Ecm is the e+e! c.m. energy and " is the production angle of F! with respect to the e!

direction, and j is the spin of the particle F±. The production density matrix P is defined in terms
of the helicity amplitudes T of the process e+e! ! F+F! for unpolarized beams by

P!"!+

!!
"!!

+

=
!

"±=±1/2

T"""+;!"!+
T "

"""+;!!
"!!

+
, (5)

where '± is the e± helicity, and each F± decay density matrix D± has a simple azimuthal-angle
dependence of a pure kinematical origin as

D±
!±!!

±
(#"±,$"

±) = D±
!±!!

±
(#"±) e$i(!±!!!

±)##
± , (6)

3

Azimuthal angle correlation  
(1/2,1/2) and (-1/2,-1/2) 
amplitude is same order  

polarization
(1/2 1/2) or (-1/2 -1/2)

is dominant   
F

f

F

f

Buckley et al 2008 
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The jet level distribution for 
pp→URUR→ uu χχ

No spin correlation
(Madgraph 2 by 2

 →pythia )

with spin correlation 
Madgraph 

2 by 4  

pol dominant 

azimuthal 
angle 

Nojiri, J. Shu  JHEP 2011 
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SUSY study in 2012 
1fb-1→ 5fb-1  this year, probably reaching up to 1.2TeV, and not 
much extension to higher mass at 7TeV in 2012 

It will be High energy  “high luminosity” frontier→better 
understanding of  W, top productions → increasing  discovery 
potential in the SM-MSSM overlapping area. 

NOTE: Current study relies on a few high pT leading jets arising 
from large mass splitting between colored SUSY particles and dark 
matter.  Especially It does not cover degenerate SUSY mass 
spectrum
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Mass spectrum and signal 
squark and gluino 

Supergravity 
Large mass splitting 
Detail of EW sector 
is not matter 

If degenerate 

1) LSP is not toorelativistic 

2) Both cross section and  visible 
energy are small,,  overlap with SM 

    3) Difficult to identify the     
parents  of the jet 

 

EW inos In Mixed Modulus Anomaly 
Mediation model (KKLT model, 
(Two source of SUSY breaking) 

 degenerate mass spectrum possible 
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FIG. 2: Left) The pT distributions of the highest pT jet for model B, M3(GUT) = 450 GeV and tan! = 10. 50000 events
are generated for each points(R = 0, 20, 30, 40, 45, 50, 55 from right to the left). Right) Me! distributions for 10fb!1 for model
B with M3(GUT) = 450 GeV R = 0, 30, 55 (solid histograms from right to left) and M3(GUT) = 650 GeV R = 0, 50(dashed
histograms from right to left) respectively.

Here we compare the distributions with R = 0.1 (MSUGRA like) and R = 30 to 55 (degenerated).
It should be noted that, while the mass spectrums are considerably di!erent, the power low of the
distributions beyond their peaks are roughly the same. These high pT events are originated from
the collisions with its center of mass energy

!
s much higher than the squark and gluino masses.

Therefore the power low of the distributions only depends on the dominant luminosity function.
The peak position of the Me! distribution has a direct correlation with the produced sparticle

mass. In [18] it is found that the correlation between the SUSY mass scale defined as

M e!
SUSY =

!

MSUSY "
M2

!

MSUSY

"

(19)

where M! is the LSP mass and MSUSY = (
#

!imi)/(
#

!i). The peak position of Me! is linear for
MSUGRA and Gauge mediation model. We also find that the linear relation holds for the signal
distribution. We do not provide the fit results here, because the existence of the standard model
background is very important for this model, as will be discussed in the following subsections 4.

We now turn into the relation between #ET and Me! for degenerated points. In Figure 3 we show the
distribution for the model B with M3(GUT) = 650 GeV, tan" = 10 and R = 0.1, 40, 50, respectively.
The x- and y- axes are Me! and #ET, respectively, in Figure 3. We see that the #ET takes a significant
part of Me! for degenerated points R = 40, and 50 if Me! is higher, while, for R = 0.1 the #ET for a
fixed Me! is broader in the plot.

This distribution can be understood as follows. Suppose we have events with two uncorrelated jets
with energy Ejet = pCM. The dominant part of the cross section is squark/gluino pair production
near the threshold for our case, so if they decay directly into two jets and two LSPs, the event
kinematics are indeed of this type up to the boost to the beam direction. We now calculate missing
energy Emiss and e!ective energy M(e!) of the events. The momentum of the two jets and the

4 The paper [18] also found the linear relation does not hold in general SUSY model. These are corresponding to the points where
the dominant contribution to the total SUSY production cross section comes from lighter sparticles such as chargino, neutralino, and
sleptons, which do not contribute to the 4 jet + missing ET signals.
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FIG. 3: Me! vs !ET distribution for the model B, with M3(GUT) = 650 GeV, tan! = 10 and R = 0.1 (top left), R = 40 (top
right) and R = 50 (bottom) respectively.

missing momentum can be expressed as follows,

p1 = (pCM, 0, 0, pCM)
p2 = (pCM, pCM sin !, 0, pCM cos !)

pmiss = (Emiss,!pCM sin !, 0,!pCM(1 + cos !)) (20)

where we take the direction of the p1 momentum as z-axis and events are in x-z plane. Then the
missing energy Emiss and e!ective mass M(e!) are defined as

Emiss = pCM

"
2 + 2 cos !,

M(e!) = 2pCM + Emiss, (21)

where M(e!) ranges from 2pCM to 4pCM.
The relation between #ET and Me! is somewhat similar to that of Emiss and M(e!) as can be seen

in Figure 3. For each plot #ET tends to be small when Me! $ 2pCM, where 2pCM = 1.36, 0.95, 0.7 TeV
for R = 0.1, 40, 50, respectively. It increases linearly as a function of Me! up to Me! $ 3pCM, and
the number of events reduces quickly beyond Me! > 4pCM . The relation indeed should be true
when two particle are pair produced and each of them decays into a visible particle and an invisible
particle at hadron collider.
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missing momentum can be expressed as follows,

p1 = (pCM, 0, 0, pCM)
p2 = (pCM, pCM sin !, 0, pCM cos !)

pmiss = (Emiss,!pCM sin !, 0,!pCM(1 + cos !)) (20)

where we take the direction of the p1 momentum as z-axis and events are in x-z plane. Then the
missing energy Emiss and e!ective mass M(e!) are defined as

Emiss = pCM

"
2 + 2 cos !,

M(e!) = 2pCM + Emiss, (21)

where M(e!) ranges from 2pCM to 4pCM.
The relation between #ET and Me! is somewhat similar to that of Emiss and M(e!) as can be seen

in Figure 3. For each plot #ET tends to be small when Me! $ 2pCM, where 2pCM = 1.36, 0.95, 0.7 TeV
for R = 0.1, 40, 50, respectively. It increases linearly as a function of Me! up to Me! $ 3pCM, and
the number of events reduces quickly beyond Me! > 4pCM . The relation indeed should be true
when two particle are pair produced and each of them decays into a visible particle and an invisible
particle at hadron collider.

SUGRA LIKE Most Degenerate 

signal distribution of degenerate case.  No way if  
mLSP> 0.7 m(squark)  ??

 M. N. and Kawagoe Phys.Rev.D74:115011,2006.

mLSP=0.7 msq
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Example of model independent searches 

But more than 350GeV mass differences  for this case 

ATLAS  LP 

See studies by Alwall, Wacker.... 
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MUED and LHC
• A Model that all SM particle lives in 5th dimention, Z2 

compactification for KK parity 

• small mass splitting as in KKLT model. particles in the same 
KK levels are degenerate.

• Dark matter  is lightest KK odd particle~ U(1) gauge boson 
KK mode  

• mass splitting within 20%, but easier than SUSY, large cross 
section and lepton branching ratio

the LKP is !(1) with the mass m!(1)
!= 1/R. If the Higgs boson of the SM is as heavy as

mh ! 240 GeV, the first KK charged Higgs h±(1) can be LKP due to the negative mass

correction of the Higgs four point coupling. But, of course, this cannot be the Dark Matter.

In this paper, we fix the Higgs mass at mh = 120 GeV, and we keep !(1) as LKP so that it

is the Dark Matter candidate.

The corrections are basically proportional to ln!R, so the degeneracy is crucial for the

smaller !R. The cuto" scale of the UED was discussed in [23], and the appropriate cuto"

scale should be several dozen 1/R for a given R. As the energy scale grows, more KK particles

appear, and the logarithmic running of the gauge coupling changes into power law running

above the MUED scale 1/R. The U(1)Y gauge coupling blows up (Landau pole) at the energy

scale ! 40/R, so we should set the cuto" scale below the Landau pole. The very small !R is

also not appropriate because we should consider the higher dimensional operators, and the

MUED framework is not a good e"ective theory any more. In our analysis, we considered

10 " !R " 40. A benchmark point of MUED is chosen as 1/R = 800 GeV, !R = 20, and

table 1 shows its mass spectrum.

m!(1) mW (1) mZ(1) me(1) mL(1) md(1) mu(1) mQ(1) mg(1)

800.1 847.3 847.4 808.2 822.3 909.8 912.5 929.3 986.4 GeV

Table 1: Mass spectrum of first KK level for a benchmark point (1/R,!R) = (800, 20)

2.3 Production and decay at the LHC

At the LHC, the first KK particles of the odd KK parity are pair-produced, and they even-

tually decay into the LKP. The dominant production processes are KK gluon+KK quark

(g(1) +Q(1)/q(1)) and KK quark+KK quark (Q(1)/q(1) +Q(1)/q(1)). The cross sections of the

colored particles are shown in [14]. For our benchmark point, "(g(1)+Q(1)/q(1)) = 12.2 pb and

"(Q(1)/q(1) +Q(1)/q(1)) = 7.4 pb at
#
s = 14 TeV. The g(1) decays into Q(1)Q and q(1)q with

branching ratios, BR(g $ Q(1)Q) ! 40% and BR(g $ q(1)q) ! 60%, respectively. The ratio

of inclusive KK quark productions is roughly Q(1)Q(1) : q(1)q(1) : Q(1)q(1) = 1 : 1 : 2. Because

q(1) only has the U(1)Y gauge interaction, it directly decays into !(1)q. The hard jets mainly

come from this decay. The branching ratios ofQ(1) are typically BR(Q(1) $ QW±(1)) ! 65%,

BR(Q(1) $ QZ(1)) ! 32%, and BR(Q(1) $ Q!(1)) ! 3%. Once W (1) and Z(1) appear from

Q(1), they cannot decay hadronically for kinematical reasons. They democratically decay

into all lepton flavors: W±(1) $ !(1)l# and Z(1) $ !(1)##̄ or !(1)l+l! through l(1) or #(1).

This collider signature has been studied in clean channels of multilepton such as 4l +

Emiss
T [13, 15, 16], dilepton, and trilepton [16, 17]. The missing transverse energy Emiss

T is

6

where

!(x, y) =
1!
2!R

!
!

n="!

"(n)(x)ei
n

R
y (4)

and m2
n = m2

SM + (n/R)2. R denotes the radius of the extra dimension, and mSM denotes a

SM particle mass. The fifth dimensional momentum is the mass in the 4D e"ective theory,

and this is much greater thanmSM , because 1/R " O(TeV). Therefore, we can neglectmSM :

mn # n/R, which means the mass spectrum of each KK level is highly degenerate.

Since the simple compactified extra dimension S1 gives vector-like fermions, an orbifold

compactified extra dimension S1/Z2 with an identification of y $ %y is considered in order

to obtain chiral fermions in the zero mode. The orbifold compactification results in another

significant characteristic, the KK parity. KK number is conserved by virtue of the fifth

dimensional momentum conservation on S1 compactification, but this is broken down to the

KK parity by the orbifold compactification. The KK parity reflects “evenness” and “oddness”

of the KK number. All the SM particles have the even KK parity. The lightest particle with

the odd KK parity, called the lightest Kaluza-Klein particle (LKP), is stable since it cannot

decay into lighter SM particles due to its oddness. The stable LKP, typically the first KK

photon #(1), can be a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) and therefore a good Dark

Matter candidate.

To discuss collider phenomenology, we have to determine the mass spectrum. In this

paper, we discuss the Minimal Universal Extra Dimenison model (MUED). The MUED is a

minimal extension of the 4D SM Lagrangian to the 5D UED. At the cuto" scale # it contains

only SM fields and no other terms, especially no localized terms at two fixed points y = 0, !R

led by orbifold compactification. The model parameters of MUED are only three: 5D radius

R, cuto" scale of MUED #, and the SM Higgs mass mh.

2.2 Mass spectrum

Radiative corrections to masses of the KK modes at the one-loop level were studied in Refs. [6,

7]. This correction enlarges mass splitting for each KK level away from the highly degenerate

mass spectrum. The corrected masses are:

m2
X(n) =

n2

R2
+m2

X(0) + $m2
X(n) (Boson),

mX(n) =
n

R
+mX(0) + $mX(n) (Fermion), (5)

where m
X(0) is a SM particle (zero mode) mass. Since 1/R is taken to be larger than 500 GeV

as mentioned in Sec. 2.4, m
X(0) is much smaller than 1/R. The neutral gauge bosons of U(1)Y

4
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MT2 for background reduction  
MUED case 

• calculate MT2 for leading two jets and mtest=0. 

• tt distribution: leading jets tend to be b-jets, and input test mass is 
correct. They cannot extend too much beyond mt.   

• signal distribution: Not much high pT jets from MUED particle 
decay. The leading jet is initial state radiation. 

on USR. Note that the background events do not have MT2 dependence on USR because the

test mass is correct, so most events are kept lower than mtop.

When analyzing events, we cannot tell the origins of visible particles: whether the particles

come from decays of heavier particles or are QCD radiations. Practically, leading two jets

in pT are used as visible particles to construct MT2. If they correspond to two “correct”

particles, namely if each particle is a decay product of each pair-produced particle, MT2

behaves as discussed above. However, the leading particles can be decay products of one

parent particle, and also hard ISR can be one or both of the leading particles. These cases

are called “combinatorics”.

In many events, MT2 of the leading particles corresponds to MT2 of the correct particles.

For instance, the rate of correspondence is about half for q(1)q(1) or tt̄ as shown later. Com-

binatorics smears the MT2 distribution. The smearing e!ect is significant for high MT2, and

it is di!erent in each process.
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Figure 2: Distributions of MT2 for q(1)q(1) ! qq!(1)!(1) in the left and tt̄ ! bb̄W+W!

in the right generated by MadGraph/MadEvent 4.4 [31] where mq(1) = 912.5 GeV,
m!(1) = 800.1GeV, and µ0 = 211.0GeV. MT2 is constructed with the correct two partons
(green shaded area), the leading two partons (blue solid line), and leading two jets (dotted
line). Also, events were generated without additional jets, that is, without USR in the
parton level, and MT2 was calculated with the correct two partons (red shaded area). The
distributions are normalized to 1.

In order to see the e!ects of USR and combinatorics, we generated the q(1)q(1) production

of the MUED benchmark point and the tt̄ production adding up to one jet in the parton level
2, and constructed MT2 with the correct partons and with the leading partons/jets. These

2The events were generated by MadGraph/MadEvent 4.4 at
"
s = 14 TeV. The fragmentation and
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Initial state radiation 
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Discovery in jets + lepton 
mode (theorist  calculation)  

sign same flavor leptons and remove events if |Mll ! mZ | < 10 GeV to reduce background

from the Z boson. The estimated background from our MC samples is 10 events/100 fb!1.

The fake leptons should be considered to evaluate the background level of 4l + Emiss
T more

appropriately, but the fake leptons are not considered since they are not important for our

analysis based on jets.
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Figure 4: Discovery potential of the MUED with 1 fb!1 and 10 fb!1 at
"
s = 14 TeV in the

4l + Emiss
T analysis and the MT2 analysis and discovery potential of 2 fb!1 at

"
s = 7 TeV

only in the MT2 analysis. For a given luminosity, the parameter region below the line will be
discovered.

The spectrum is more degenerate for smaller !R, which is more di"cult for discovery

in general. Note that for fixed 1/R, the MUED with smaller !R has a larger cross section

simply because the KK gluon and the KK quark become lighter as in Eqs. (7) and (8). Fig. 4

shows that the discovery potential does not vary with changing !R in the MT2 analysis. The

first run of LHC at
"
s = 7 TeV will have an integrated luminosity of 2 fb!1 and so it can

discover up to 1/R # 500 GeV. However this parameter region was already excluded by the

ATLAS multijet+Emiss
T analysis with 35 pb!1, as mentioned in Sec. 2.4. The second run at

14 TeV will discover up to 1/R # 1 TeV with 1 fb!1 and 1/R # 1.2 TeV with 10 fb!1.

In the 4l + Emiss
T analysis, the discovery reach at 14 TeV is 1/R # 700 GeV with 1 fb!1

and 1/R # 1.2 TeV with 10 fb!1 for 20 $ !R $ 40, but the sensitivity is very low for

!R = 10 : the discovery reach is only 1/R = 400 GeV with 1 fb!1 and 1/R = 800 GeV with

10 fb!1 .

The result shows that our MT2 analysis improves the discovery potential. In particular,
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•  up to 1.2TeV for 10fb-1 
at14TeV

•  No b veto assumed. 
matrix element 
corrections for the  SM 
background, and not for 
MUED signal 
(conservative) 

• Dark matter favored region  MUED at 1/R~1.5 TeV. 

• Need Something similar for SUSY. 
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Any 
Question? 

I spoke bad 
about 
SUSY 
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